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1 Introduction  
During HO request procedures in 802.16e system, MSS may detect its drop from its serving BS. In this 

drop case, MSS shall find a new target BS for resuming current communication. Unlike the usual case in that 
the dropped MSS searches all frequency bands for finding its new target BS, we propose a mechanism in that 
the dropped MSS can monitoring different and limited neighbor BSs sets according to the drop scenarios. This 
mechanism also includes fast drop recovery schemes with those the MSS can experience more tolerable delay at 
drop situation. 

2 Proposed Drop Scenarios 
For efficient HO and MSS operation we propose a drop detection scheme, a mechanism for searching a 

target BS from neighbor BSs list at each drop scenario and a fast drop recovery scheme by which MSS can 
restart its communication with a new detected target BS.  

2.1 Drop detection 
According to [1], the MSS may detect a drop by exceeding the RNG_REQ retries limit allowed for the 

periodic ranging mechanism. This existing scheme, only checking unsuccessful ranging, may be long in 
detecting a drop. Therefore we propose another drop detection scheme, in this scheme the MSS can recognize a 
drop situation by consecutively receiving downlink frames with errors 

In this proposed drop detection scheme, the MSS, upon receiving a downlink frame from its serving BS, 
performs CRC(cyclic redundancy check) in the frame. If the MSS receives a bad downlink frame with 
intolerable errors, it increases the consecutive_bad_frame(TBD values) by one. This consecutive_bad_frame 
indicates how many bad downlink frames consecutively received. When this consecutive_bad_frame exceeds 
Maximum_Bad_Frames(TBD values), the MSS can detect a drop. 
 

2.2 Searching target BS 
After detecting a drop situation, the MSS shall perform the steps for finding a new target BS and making 

network re-entry with the target BS. 
During HO request procedure, there can be several drop scenarios as shown in Figure A. At each drop 

scenario, the MSS can use different neighbor BSs lists from which seeking for its new target BS. 
Drop scenario a: MSS can detect a drop immediately after receiving MOB_NBR_ADV message from a 

serving BS 
Drop scenario b: In case of MSS initiated HO, MSS can detect a drop before receiving MOB_HO_RSP 

message from a serving BS, this message is a response to MOB_MSSHO_REQ message.  
Drop scenario c: In case of BS initiated HO, MSS can detect a drop before receiving MOB_HO_RSP 

message from a serving BS, this message is a request of BS-initiated HO. 
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Drop scenario d: MSS can detect a drop immediately after receiving MOB_HO_RSP message from a 
serving BS 

Drop scenario e: MSS can detect a drop immediately after sending MOB_HO_IND message to a serving 
BS 
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Figure AAA. Proposed drop situations during HO request procedure 
 
 

2.2.1 Drop scenario a 
The MSS, upon receiving the MOB_NBR_ADV message from its serving BS, can decode this message to 

find out information about the parameters of neighbor BSs. When the MSS has detected its drop immediately 
after receiving the message, it monitors neighbor BSs one by one from neighbor BSs list recorded in the 
message. When the MSS chooses one neighbor BS as new target BS, it shall attempt network re-entry with the 
target BS. If the MSS cannot select a target BS, it may scan all frequency bands for finding a target BS. 
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2.2.2 Drop scenario b 
After receiving MOB_NBR_ADV message from its serving BS, the MSS can request a scanning interval 

using the MOB_SCN_REQ message. The BS shall respond the scanning interval in the MOB_SCN_RSP 
message. The MSS, upon reception of the scanning interval in the MOB_SCN_RSP, shall use the interval to 
find neighbor BSs and to scan SINRs of the neighbor BSs.  

The MSS may initiate a HO by transmitting a MOB_MSSHO_REQ message. This transmitted 
MOB_MSSHO_REQ message includes possible HO target BSs list from SINR quality point of view. Therefore 
the MSS, upon detecting a drop before receiving MOB_HO_RSP message to its serving BS, may know the 
possible HO target BSs list and the SINR of each possible HO target BS. The MSS monitors the neighbor BSs 
in the possible HO target BSs list one by one from that SINR is high. When the MSS chooses a neighbor BS as 
new target BS, it shall attempt network re-entry with the target BS. If the MSS cannot choose a target BS, it 
may scan all the frequency bands for finding a target BS. 

2.2.3 Drop scenario c 
In a case of BS initiated HO, the dropped MSS, upon detecting a drop before receiving MOB_HO_RSP 

message from its serving BS, may find a new target BS from its neighbor BSs. These neighbor BSs are the 
neighbors included in MOB_NBR_ADV message. The MSS monitors these neighbor BSs one by one from that 
SINR is high. When the MSS selects a neighbor BS as new target BS, it shall attempt network re-entry with the 
target BS. If the MSS cannot choose a target BS, it may scan all the frequency bands for finding a target BS. 

2.2.4 Drop scenario d 
The MSS, upon detecting a drop immediately after receiving MOB_HO_RSP message from its serving BS, 

may know the target BSs list included in MOB_HO_RSP message. In the target BSs list, some neighbor BSs 
are recommended by the serving BS as proper target BSs from QoS or service level point of view. The dropped 
MSS monitors these neighbor BSs in the target BSs list, one by one from that service level is high. When the 
MSS chooses a neighbor BS as new target BS, it shall attempt network re-entry with the target BS. If the MSS 
cannot choose a target BS, it may scan all the frequency bands for finding a target BS. 

2.2.5 Drop scenario e 
After receiving MOB_HO_RSP message, the MSS selects one neighbor BS as new target BS from the 

target BSs list of MOB_HO_RSP message. For notifying HO toward the selected target BS, the MSS sends 
MOB_HO_IND message including the selected target BS information. The MSS, upon detecting a drop 
immediately after sending MOB_HO_IND message to its serving BS, may monitor the selected target BS’s 
frequency band. If the MSS cannot synchronize with the selected target BS, it may try to find a new target BS 
from the target BSs list in MOB_HO_RSP message. 
 

2.3 Fast drop recovery 
When the MSS performs re-entry with a new target BS, the new target BS does not know the MSS’s drop 

situation. Therefore the dropped MSS can notify its drop experience to the new target BS for fast drop recovery. 
For the purpose, we propose the mechanism like drop ranging code and drop time slot. 

2.3.1 Drop ranging code 
When the MSS performs re-entry with a new target BS, it synchronizes with the target BS. The target BS 

sends downlink and uplink parameters like DL_MAP, UL_MAP, DCD, UCD messages. During ranging, the 
MSS sends RNG_REQ message with drop ranging code. Upon this RNG_REQ message with drop ranging code, 
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the target BS can know the MSS’s drop situation and support call resuming procedures for the fast drop 
recovery of the MSS.  

To notify drop situation, 802.16e system may use one ranging code from the code set allocated to ranging. 
Therefore MSS, supporting 802.16e mechanism, may use the ranging code when it detects a drop.  In this case, 
the ranging code shall not have any effects on the 802.16a system using the existing ranging codes. 
 

2.3.2 Drop time slot 
When the MSS performs re-entry with a new target BS, it synchronizes with the target BS. The target BS 

sends downlink and uplink parameters like DL_MAP, UL_MAP, DCD, UCD messages. Especially the target 
BS may provide drop ranging offset information in the UL_MAP.  Therefore the MSS may use the drop ranging 
offset information in the UL_MAP for notifying its drop to the target BS. The target BS, upon receiving 
RNG_REQ message from the MSS at drop ranging offset, can know the MSS’ s drop situation and support call 
resuming procedures for the fast drop recovery of the MSS. 
 

3 Text to be inserted into standard 
 
1.3.1.2.3 Drops and corrupted HO attempts 
A drop is defined as the situation where an MSS has stopped communication with its serving BS (either in the downlink, or in the 
uplink) before the normal HO sequence outlined in Cell Selection and Termination with the serving BS has been completed. 
An MSS can detect a drop by its failure to demodulate the downlink, or by exceeding the RNG-REQ retries limit allowed for the 
periodic ranging mechanism. A BS can detect a drop by exceeding the RNG-REQ retries limit allowed for the periodic ranging 
mechanism. 
An MSS can detect a drop by consecutively receiving bad downlink frames. At consecutive bad frame detection mechanism, the MSS 
performs the steps as shown in figure BBB. Values of the consecutive_bad_frame and the Maximum_Bad_Frames in figure BBB may 
be specified at table 118 (see “Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems” section 10.1). 
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Figure BBB. Drop detection: by consecutive bad frames - SS 

 
When the MSS has detected a drop, it shall attempt network re-entry with its preferred target BS as outlined in section Re-entry with 
the target BS. When the BS has detected a drop, it shall react as if a HO-IND MAC message has been received from the dropped MSS. 
To choose its preferred target BS, the MSS may monitor different neighbor BSs sets according to its drop detection point as shown in 
Table XXX.  

Table XXX. Monitoring Range for Finding its Preferred Target BS 

MSS Drop Scenarios  Target BS Monitoring Range 
 After receiving MOB_NBR_ADV and before performing 
neighbor scanning 

 Neighbor BSs in MOB_NBR_ADV message 

After performing neighbor scanning and before receiving 
MOB_HO_RSP (case of MSS-initiated HO) 

Neighbor BSs recorded in MOB_MSSHO_REQ message 
after performing neighbor scanning 

After performing neighbor scanning and before receiving 
MOB_HO_RSP (case of BS-initiated HO) 

Neighbor BSs in MOB_NBR_ADV message, to which 
neighbor scanning is performed 

After receiving MOB_HO_RSP and before sending Neighbor BSs in MOB_HO_RSP message 
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MOB_HO_IND 
After sending MOB_HO_IND Selected neighbor BS as a target BS by MSS 

 
 
1.3.1.2.3.1 Re-entry with the target BS 
When re-entry with the target BS takes place, the target BS as well as all neighbor BSs are aware of the HO in progress (except in a 
drop situation). At re-entry, the MSS performs the steps as shown in Figure 0b6. 
1.3.1.2.3.1.1 Synchronize with downlink and obtain parameters 
For MSS that have used their scanning interval to synchronize with target BS and have decoded the NBR_ADVmessage, this stage 
should be immediate. In other situations this procedure defaults to the one specified for initial network entry. 
For dropped MSS’s call resuming, the MSS can send the ranging request using already known drop_ranging_code or allocated 
drop_ranging_offset.  
The drop_ranging_code for dropped MSS’s ranging request can be selected from existing ranging code set ( “The 16: Air Interface for 
Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems –Amendment 2: Medium Access Control Modifications and Additional Physical Layer 
Specifications for 2-11GHz” section 8.5.7.3.) (Note : The drop ranging code should be specified) 
The drop_ranging_offset may be allocated by the target BS’s UL_MAP including drop_ranging_IE as shown in Table YYY. 
 

Table YYY. Drop_Ranging_IE 

Drop_Ranging_IE 
{ 

size notes 

   UIUC 4bits TBD 
Drop ranging offset 12bits Indicates the start time of the burst relative to the 

Allocation Start Time given in the UL_MAP 
message. 

Reserved 4bits  
}   

 
 
1.3.1.2.3.1.3 Ranging and uplink parameters adjustment 
For MSS’s that have used their scanning interval to do ranging with target BS this stage should be immediate. Otherwise, this stage is 
similar to the one performed at initial network entry. During this stage the MSS is assigned a new basic and primary management CID 
in the target BS. 
The dropped MSS may send RNG_REQ message with drop ranging code for ranging with the new target BS. The target BS, upon 
receiving this RNG_REQ message, performs fast call resuming procedures for the MSS. Figure CCC shows the example of ranging 
message flow using drop ranging code. 
The dropped MSS may send RNG_REQ message using drop ranging offset for ranging with the new target BS. The target BS, upon 
receiving this RNG_REQ message at drop ranging offset, can support fast call resuming procedures for the MSS. The example of 
ranging message flow using drop_ranging_IE is as shown in Figure DDD. 
As opposed to initial network entry, where this stage is performed on contention basis, here the ranging opportunity may be allocated 
individually by the BS based on an MSS’s 48-bit MAC address identifier. This identifier is forwarded to the target BS via the 
backbone network (see section Backbone network HO procedures). This is done using the Fast_UL_ranging_IE() (see Fast ranging 
(Paging) Information Element) in the UL-MAP. When an initial ranging opportunity is not allocated individually, this procedure 
defaults to the one specified for initial network entry. 
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Figure CCC. Example of ranging message flow using Drop_Ranging_Code 
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 Figure DDD. Example of ranging message flow using Drop_Ranging_IE 
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